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Trumpeter John Martin (born Giovanni Crisostimo Martino) in a photograph taken 
by David F. Barry in . Martin’s uniform bears six service stripes corresponding 
with his thirty years of continuous service and three medals. Seventh Cavalry records 
enlistment records indicate he had hazel eyes, dark hair and stood ’ ”.  
 
(Courtesy Denver Public Library, Western History Collection, David F. Barry) 
(Call Number: B-) 

 

 







Introduction 

 

 

Custer leaned forward in his saddle and intently studied the Indian 
village stretched across the valley below. His battalion of five com-
panies from the U.S. Seventh Cavalry Regiment had just halted on a 
high ridge overlooking the Little Bighorn River. As officers peered 
through field glasses, a few of them remarked on the size of the vil-
lage; across the river, as far as they could see, hundreds upon hun-
dreds of tepees carpeted the valley floor. After weeks of hard riding, 
General George Custer and the Seventh Cavalry had found their 
quarry. 

“These hills and bluffs hid most of the village from us,” ob-
served the General as he scanned the valley through his field glasses. 
Lieutenant William Cooke, Custer’s experienced adjutant, nodded as 
his eyes shifted from the massive village to his commander. 

“We got them this time,” Custer exclaimed to Cooke and the 
officers. “We got ’em!” He turned in the saddle and waved his hat to 
the waiting troopers. “Hurrah, boys, we’ve got them!” he shouted. 
“We’ll finish them up and then go home to our station!” Over two 
hundred troopers and scouts replied with three dust-choked cheers. 

Custer rejoined the battalion and led them at a gallop for a mile 
along the bluffs. As they reached a wide ravine that emptied into the 
river and valley below, Custer once gain halted the battalion. Instinc-
tively, Cooke nudged his mount closer to Custer while the troopers 
dismounted and adjusted their saddles; a few checked their weapons 
in preparation for the fight ahead. Overhead, the Montana sun 
blazed across a cloudless sky, a slight breeze offered little relief to the 
sweating troopers and horses. 

“We need Benteen and the packs now,” Custer snapped. “Send 
another messenger!” Cooke motioned and a young trooper quickly 
responded, a brass bugle across his back dangled as he trotted up to 
the General. 

Custer spoke rapidly, “Orderly, I want you to take a message to 
Benteen. Ride as fast as you can and tell him to hurry. Tell him it’s a 
big village and I want him to be quick, and to bring the ammunition 
packs.” The orderly saluted and turned his mount back up the trail.  
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“Wait, orderly,” Cooke shouted, “I’ll give you a message.” Sweat 
streamed from the Lieutenant’s thick beard as he hurriedly wrote 
into a field pad. He ripped out the page and handed it to the orderly. 
“Ride as fast as you can to Benteen. Take the same trail we came 
down,” he instructed, “If you have time and there is no danger, 
come back; but otherwise stay with your company.” 

The orderly took the dispatch and nodded, then spurred his 
horse back up the trail. A few moments later, he crested a ridge and 
looked back. He watched the long column of Seventh Cavalry troop-
ers follow Custer into the ravine, Cooke trailed behind at a brisk trot, 
until they disappeared, swallowed by a cloud of dust. As Custer and 
his men rode to their fate, the orderly - John Martin – turned back to 
the trail, focused on finding Benteen and delivering Custer’s final 
desperate message. 

On June -, , the largest engagement of the short-lived 
Great Sioux War - the Battle of the Little Bighorn - was fought by a 
stream in the southeastern corner of the Montana Territory. The 
United States Seventh Cavalry Regiment, led by Lieutenant Colonel 
George Armstrong Custer, expected to crush a determined and well-
armed force of , Sioux warriors. The unexpected outcome 
shocked the nation: Custer, Cooke and  cavalrymen were over-
whelmed and quickly annihilated by the banks of the Little Bighorn 
River while two other Seventh Regiment battalions endured a two-
day ordeal on a barren hilltop three miles away. When it finally end-
ed, more than  troopers and scouts had perished. John Martin 
was not among them: his life saved by a piece of paper, Custer’s final 
desperate message. 

The Battle of the Little Bighorn propelled John Martin into the 
national spotlight. Before the battle, John Martin was an anonymous 
Seventh Regiment trooper, a bugler for Company H. A fateful reas-
signment on the morning of June  placed him at the center of “the 
most written-about battle in our history, after all — more than Get-
tysburg, which was far more important in the grand scheme of 
things.” The battle remains etched in our collective history, exam-
ined as much for its myths as for the many controversies surround-
ing it. The comprehensive research extends beyond strategic and 
tactical concerns to include intensive analyses of the men who played 
a major role: George Armstrong Custer, Frederick Benteen, Marcus 
Reno, Sitting Bull, and Crazy Horse. Much less is known about the 
last messenger, a young Italian immigrant named John Martin, who 
“... played a conspicuous part in the celebrated battle.” 
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Journalists of the period popularized the myth of Giovanni Mar-
tini (Martin’s assumed original name): the former drummer boy for 
Garibaldi and, later, heroic bugler for the Seventh Cavalry. They 
faithfully, if not necessarily accurately, labeled him as ‘Sole Survivor 
of Custer’s Massacre’ and the ‘last white man to see Custer alive.’ In 
reality, he may have been neither. Even his assumed original surname 
of Martini is inaccurate, and disproven by the discovery of documen-
tary evidence. 

After the Little Bighorn, everyone knew John Martin’s story. Or, 
thought they did. Tracing John Martin’s life proved a complex task, 
primarily due to the sporadic documentation available coupled with 
his particular circumstances. A myriad of sources were utilized to 
recreate most of his life: Interviews, newspaper articles, civil records, 
enlistment papers, family recollections, transcripts from a military 
inquiry, and even a mysterious diary. Any narration or chronicle of 
John Martin’s life demands a measure of reconstruction and the void 
periods, especially his early years, necessitated the prudent use of 
conjecture and speculation, properly tamed by the historical record. 
When combined with the existing documentation, a credible and 
sustainable tale began to emerge. The true story of his life was more 
fascinating and enigmatic than any myth set forth by journalists.  
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THE EARLY YEARS







 

CHAPTER ONE 

A Foundling in Sala 

 
 
 
On the morning of January , , Maria d’Amelio heard a familiar 
sound from the back of her home and hurried to the source. In a 
niche against the wall that once held a window, a horizontal wooden 
wheel creaked as it slowly turned; attached to its top was a small 
round cabinet that covered a cradle. When the wheel stopped rotat-
ing, a small bell rang out and a baby nestled in the cradle whimpered 
softly in reply.  

Another infant had been abandoned: Left on the “wheel” (la ru-
ota) by the mother. Maria scooped up and examined the baby, a boy, 
and she estimated he was perhaps a month old. The baby was 
dressed in rags with only a dirty white bonnet protecting his head 
from the cold. Sometimes the mothers left a note or small religious 
medal with the infant, but Maria found nothing in the cradle. 

The infant’s arrival set in motion a familiar and efficient routine 
in Sala. Within the next few hours, the baby boy acquired a new 
name and received the Catholic Sacrament of Holy Baptism. At : 
p.m., the final step was completed in the Town Hall. With the 
Mayor, Maria and several witnesses in attendance, a clerk recorded 
the boy’s name in a Civil Register: The Comune (town) of Sala official-
ly welcomed their newest citizen, Giovan Crisostimo Martino. By 
that evening, little Giovan was asleep in the home of a wet nurse. 

Many infants had preceded him through la ruota at Maria’s home, 
and more would follow; her residence served as the Proietti domiciliata 
(Home for Foundlings or Abandoned Children) for the Comune of 
Sala. As an idiom, the Italian word, proietto (‘projectile’), implies an 
expulsion, or (something) to be cast out; the word also applied to 
foundlings and abandoned infants. The tragedy of abandonment oc-
curred with enough frequency that most Italian cities and towns, in-
cluding Sala, established homes to provide a safe haven for the help-
less infants. 
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The problem of widespread abandonment was neither restricted 
to the Italian peninsula nor the nineteenth century: “Infant aban-
donment was a prominent feature of life in much of Europe since 
Roman times.” In ancient Rome, unwanted infants faced a precari-
ous future, and many were left to perish in the forest. Others were 
abandoned by a column in a forum in they would be found and 
raised by another Roman citizen; yet even these infants, if they sur-
vived, usually faced a life of slavery and servitude. The blight of 
abandonment continued into the Middle Ages. Troubled by the 
“great numbers of bodies of newborns ... regularly appearing in the 
nets of the fishermen trolling” the Tiber River, Pope Innocent III - 
who reigned from  until  - established the first foundling 
homes in Rome. He hoped to ensure “… they were baptized before 
they died.”  

No single explanation sufficed for the practice of institutional-
ized abandonment. Factors ranged from family and societal pressure 
to overwhelming financial hardship. The rural agrarian society of 
nineteenth-century Italy centered on the family unit. A patriarchal 
system, the father guided the family’s living and guarded its interests 
aggressively in a dangerous world. The family’s traditions and income 
were subject to his control, and family members could expect to 
have their roles rigidly defined. The façade of family honor had to be 
maintained; any threat to it – and, by extension, the father’s authority 
– was expelled. In most Italian communities, and especially true in 
Sala, families lived in close proximity to each other. Secrecy served as 
a protective barrier and great efforts were made to keep the shame of 
premarital and out-of-wedlock pregnancies hidden.  

Safe and effective birth control did not exist in this period. Once 
born, the illegitimate infants were often unwanted or rejected by the 
family. Faced with the loss of their only support system, mothers had 
little choice but to abandon their newborns and many were “left on 
the doorstep of a church to be raised by the church or put in an or-
phanage.” If shunned by their families, expectant mothers traveled 
to neighboring villages or cities to deliver their babies - with the help 
of a midwife - before leaving the newborns at the local foundling 
home. Married women often faced a similar dilemma as the re-
sources of their impoverished families were stretched too far by the 
birth of another child, and were not immune to using la ruota. For an 
established fee, local midwives provided temporary accommodations 
and assisted with the birth; as the mother returned to her home, the 
newborn was deposited at a local foundling home. The issue of 
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abandonment created a ruthless paradox, one that found a family-
centered society so willing to cast off its unwanted members. 

In Sala and other southern Italian towns, most of the population 
consisted of poor peasants who toiled as sharecroppers (contadini) 
and day laborers (giornalieri); a smaller subset included low-level arti-
sans and shopkeepers. A subsistence barter system formed the basis 
of the local economy and hard currency was not a prevalent aspect 
of most transactions. The city-state system was in its final days, yet to 
be supplanted by a unified Italian republic. In theory, the feudal pe-
riod had ended, but in villages like Sala, the true authority and power 
remained “... concentrated in the hands of a few owners with land-
less peasants working the soil.” Unlike regions in the north of Italy, 
landowners in the south possessed enormous tracts of land. While a 
few landowners, mostly rich families, lived locally on their vast es-
tates, many remained far away from the Vallo (valley) di Diano, and 
guided their business affairs as absentee landlords. Wealthy families 
vied with the Church as the largest landowners in southern Italy. The 
arrangement was the source of great resentment by the contadini to-
wards the Church, who received little compassion or charity from 
their local parishes. 

A few families were able to acquire small parcels of farmland, yet 
most were relegated to work as sharecroppers for prosperous land-
owners. The farms (podere) often consisted of several hundred acres, 
and required several families and day laborers to work their fields. 
Landowners compensated families with homes and a portion of the 
farm’s annual profits. An observer in southern Italy during the mid-
nineteenth century noted the annual yield in most podere was often 
valued at less than $, half of which was shared with contadino. The 
arrangement was less appealing, the observer continued, because the 
contadino’s families - “eight or nine children being by no means an 
uncommon number” - ensured the share was never sufficient.  Sin-
gle men without homes or families, often former foundlings, roamed 
the farms seeking work as day laborers in exchange for money, food 
or a place to live. 

Households reliant on agriculture for their primary subsistence 
braved the perpetual uncertainty of the harvest. With many mouths 
and unable to preserve their food stores, any crop failure could prove 
disastrous. A successful harvest allowed households to trade for des-
perately needed provisions, while a poor one drained their meager 
resources. Charities were limited in availability and resources. There 
was little margin between survival and starvation. When the arrival of 
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an infant distressed the household economy, the father’s options 
were few and the threat to the family’s well-being was resolved by a 
visit to la ruota. In their desperate circumstances, sacrifice for the 
family’s preservation could apply to their own (legitimate) children. 

Church-sponsored homes for abandoned children had existed 
for over six hundred years in many cities throughout the Italy. Often 
poorly funded, the large institutional orphanages housed hundreds in 
harsh and unsanitary conditions. Orphans fared no better than 
foundlings, and little distinction made in their treatment and expecta-
tions. Smaller towns eventually established alternate shelters to han-
dle the influx of abandoned children, and in towns like Sala, homes 
like Maria d’Amelio’s Proietti domiciliata for foundlings (trovatelli) began 
to appear. Not all functioned as permanent residences; cost con-
straints forced many to serve as temporary accommodations until a 
more permanent home was found, as in the case of little Giovan. 
The rapidity of his placement – within the same day as his ‘discovery’ 
- indicated Maria’s home operated as a way station or drop off point. 

To protect the mother’s identity and provide a safe refuge for 
the infant, foundling homes – modeling cloistered convents - in-
stalled a simple rotating wooden mechanism: la ruota (wheel). A 
wooden wheel laid on its side replaced a low window; affixed to the 
wheel was a small cradle or cabinet. A long wooden pin held the 
wheel in place as it revolved. As the newborn was placed in the open 
cradle, the mother or midwife rotated the wheel, and the baby re-
volved into the home; to notify the attendant of the new arrival, a 
small bell hanging by the wheel was rung. 

After the infant was left at the foundling home, a well-
established process of municipal registration commenced. Civic 
officials tasked with naming the foundlings acted quickly since the 
baptism that immediately followed – in the Catholic tradition – re-
quired the baby to have a name. Foundling surnames ranged from 
the creative and well meaning (Innocenti or Innocent) to generic and 
bland, even derogatory: Trovato (Found), Sventura (Unfortunate), and, 
Brutto (Ugly). Esposito, the most common surname in Naples, de-
rived from “the practice among the orphanages of displaying the 
orphans to visitors.” Often, the public viewing facilitated - not a be-
nevolent adoption - but an opportunity for wealthy families to 
choose which of the “… orphans could be taken into the homes as 
servants.” An awful pattern emerged for foundlings: If they sur-
vived infancy, a life of servitude likely awaited. 
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With an urgent need to nourish the newborns, municipal 
officials turned to a network of local wet nurses. Women who had 
recently given birth, and therefore able to breastfeed, were contacted. 
Infant mortality rates in the region neared the th percentile; a cir-
cumstance that proved beneficial as it increased the pool of available 
wet nurses to include mothers who lost infants to an early death. The 
wet nurses were paid for their services by the Comune. Compensa-
tory payments, often less than  lire a month by one estimate, var-
ied by city and town with northern Italian areas paying more than 
their poorer southern counterparts. As they grew, the foundlings 
usually continued to live with the wet nurse; however, rarely did the 
family of the wet nurse legally adopt the infant. With another mouth 
to feed, households that assumed guardianship expected more than 
the Comune’s inadequate compensation; when the children reached 
maturity, they were put to work in the fields. Not all of the aban-
doned children remained in Sala, however, and those not ‘adopted’ 
into a family were transported directly to institutional orphanages in 
Naples. 

Perhaps by design, the Comuni (pluralized form of comune) as-
sumed a minor role as labor provider for their regions. Political up-
heaval and poor harvests created a difficult situation for most peas-
ants. Troubled by the turmoil and potential threat to their income, 
landowners increased rents and reduced payments; many sharecrop-
pers were forced off their land to an even worse fate as part of the 
ever-growing legion of “landless day laborers” seeking employment. 
Although a ready supply of laborers was available, most households 
lacked the financial means to pay for their services. A solution lay, 
often quite literally, at their doorstep in the form of foundlings. 
While not explicitly endorsing the use of foundlings as chattel and 
slave labor, civil administrators shared the community’s need to re-
main viable. The land demanded their hard labor, and after reaching 
maturation, foundlings provided a small, steady and inexpensive 
source of workers. As more foundlings were placed into ‘foster’ 
homes, the reduced cost - fewer homes to maintain and decreased 
compensation for wet nurses and “adopting” families – benefitted 
the Comune, but not the unfortunate trovatelli.  







 

CHAPTER TWO 

Searching the Civil Records 

 
 
 
Persistent tales in Sala of John Martin and the Little Bighorn in-
trigued Professor Giuseppe Colitti, an expert in Italian oral history 
and traditions. He surmised that the abundance of local lore must 
have been based on some bit of fact, and wondered if proof 
confirming Sala Consilina as Martin’s birthplace existed. Other re-
gions in Italy claimed Martin as one of their own; the most persistent 
came from Apricale, a small village in the far western region of Ligu-
ria. Most evidence, however, indicated Sala as his birthplace, yet the 
primary source for this information - John Martin - vacillated on the 
subject in later interviews. As an abandoned infant, Martin truly did 
not know where he was born. His mother may have traveled from a 
neighboring town to hide her pregnancy; without definitive 
knowledge, Martin may not have considered the question of his 
birthplace important. The same reasoning can be applied to queries 
of his actual date of birth. Ultimately, Colitti needed confirmation to 
substantiate the Sala claim and his search began in Sala’s town hall, 
the central repository of the Comune’s vital records. 

Primary sources for births in Italy during the nineteenth century 
are limited to civil and parish records, especially in provincial towns 
like Sala. An unlikely benefactor, Napoleon Bonaparte, ushered in 
modern standards for Italian civil records. During the French Em-
pire’s administration of the Italian peninsula, the Bonaparte system 
of civil control and records was implemented. Long after Napole-
on’s exile, his system of civil recordation remained. In Sala, a civil 
official (ufficiale dello stato civile) documented all major life events – 
births, marriages and deaths – as required by civil code. The records, 
often duplicated, remain an excellent source of information, unlike 
parish records, especially in southern Italy. Parish birth records 
lacked the informative quality of civil documents and until the early 
s, only originals were recorded; many have been lost, stolen or 
damaged by flood or fire, rendering them unreadable at best. 
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Due to their age, Sala’s civil records are carefully maintained and 
rarely exhibited, a consequence of the effort to preserve them. Paper 
documents have deteriorated and ink has “[f]aded or been rendered 
illegible by humidity and time.” In time, digitization will allow great-
er access, but for the present, tremendous care is taken to ensure 
preservation of these important records, including enactment of laws 
restricting public viewing. Pursuant to the Comune’s policies for ac-
cessing the archives, a civil official from Sala, Dr. Michele Esposito, 
was assigned to assist Professor Colitti. Steeped in the history and 
culture of Sala Consilina, Esposito’s experience with the Comune’s 
civil records would prove useful. In , Colitti and Esposito began 
an extensive investigation for any information relating to Martin’s 
birth.  

Beginning with the most commonly accepted (original) surname 
of Martini, their initial examination of civil birth records in Sala failed 
to produce any males born between  and ; an earlier search 
of records in Rome with similar parameters was equally futile. In a 
typical birth registration at Sala’s town hall, a civil official certified 
that both parents were present and the infant’s birth was recorded in 
the Civil Register for Acts of Birth (Registri dello Stato Civile, Atti di 
Nascita). Recordation of foundlings, however, required an alternate 
set of protocols, including a different birth register. Esposito’s famil-
iarity with Sala’s archives aided in their hunt and a set of records ded-
icated to foundling births was found. As they pored through the  
kilogram leather-bound register, their preliminary search for a found-
ling named Martini was unsuccessful, but a subsequent review pro-
duced an interesting discovery: Entitled Atto di Nascita di Esposizione 
di un Bambino Proietto (Act of Birth for an Abandoned Child), the 
document registered the birth of Giovan Crisostimo Martino.  

Colitti and Esposito were confident that the Martino record 
found in Sala’s archives belonged to John Martin, but one difference 
loomed. A common misperception maintains that Martini was John 
Martin’s original surname. The Sala birth register for Giovan Martino 
apparently disproved this notion and to validate their discovery, Co-
litti and Esposito needed independent confirmation. Help arrived in 
the form of Claudio Busi, a freelance researcher and author from 
Italy. His interest in the Martin story began after a visit to the Little 
Bighorn River in ; he was intrigued by the tales of the Italian 
bugler who carried the final dispatch and survived ‘Custer’s Last 
Stand.’ 
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Working independently, Claudio Busi focused his research on 
immigration records. He surmised that Martin could not have arrived 
in America after June  (the month and year of his Army enroll-
ment), and that Martin’s port of entry was New York. Until Ellis 
Island opened in , the immigration center at Castle Garden - 
also in lower Manhattan - processed new arrivals to America. Busi 
utilized The Battery Conservancy’s Castle Garden database of immi-
grant registration to examine ship’s manifests for male passengers 
with the Martini surname for the period of  through . The 
name Giovanni Martini did not appear in the immigration records, 
and the lone exception was a Giovanni Martini who arrived in  
aboard the S.S. Carrina: his age ( years old) precluded him, howev-
er, since the John Martin who rode with Custer was verifiably young-
er. A subsequent review based on Giovanni’s approximate age 
proved more successful: The ship’s manifest for the S.S. Tyrian listed 
Giovanni Martino as a -year-old laborer from Italy who boarded 
the ship in late March  in Naples. Upon landing, his name was 
recorded during the registration process administered by New York 
State officials at Castle Garden.  

The Tyrian manifest also confirmed the change (or Americaniza-
tion) of his surname - from Martini or Martino to Martin - occurred 
after his arrival in , but prior to his Army enlistment one year 
later. Immigrants to America quickly realized the societal disad-
vantages of being different. While language barriers hindered a seam-
less assimilation, foreign accents would eventually fade and immi-
grants expected to blend in more easily with an anglicized name. 
Amending his name from Giovanni Martino or Martini to John Mar-
tin is a logical modification. Later, a reversal of sorts may have oc-
curred, and his new American surname, Martin, was “Italianized” to 
Martini. While never forgetting his Italian origins, he attached more 
significance to his current identity as John Martin, American citizen 
and soldier. Abandoned as a newborn, matters concerning birth-
place, date of birth, and even surname carried less significance to 
Martin. Bolstered by Claudio Busi’s discovery, Colitti and Esposito 
concluded that the Sala birth record for Giovan Crisostimo Martino 
reconciled to the known information for John Martin.  
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The first page of the Atto di Nascita di Esposizione di un Bambino Proietto (Act of Birth 
for an Abandoned Child) for Giovanni Crisostimo Martino from the Registry in Sala 
Consilina. The two-page document was located by Professor Giuseppe Colitti and 
Dr. Michele Esposito in  in a special Register was reserved for children who 
had been abandoned or neglected. 
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Page two of the Atto di Nascita di Esposizione di un Bambino Proietto (Act of Birth for an 
Abandoned Child) for Giovanni Crisostimo Martino. These reproductions were 
provided through the courtesy of Giuseppe Colitti and Michele Esposito.  
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